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Did you know that our current meltdown 
of the free enterprise entrepreneurial system - 
through regulation, taxation and the rapid 
increase in centralized government - is much 
like what our colonial founders faced in 
the 1760s?  If we are to understand how 
to solve the desperate concerns of our day, 
it is vital that we learn the answers from 
our history.

Shortly after our first settlers came to New 
England, the Stuart kings of England 
attempted to thwart the freedom and 
self-governing success of the American 
colonies.  But the colonists held on to 

their godly charters and constitutions, 
beginning with the Mayflower Compact.  
�e kings piled on regulations and would 
not allow the colonies to manufacture 
their own products, but forced them to 
send raw natural resources to England.  
�e British would then sell back the 
finished products at a premium to the 
colonies.  England grew rich on this 
unjust scheme. 

By the 18th century, the colonies continued 
to be incredibly productive, even under 
the burden of English bureaucracy and 
arbitrary regulations.  Imagine!  �e fact 
is that in about 70 years the Christian 
self-government and free enterprise of the 
colonists added as much wealth to England 
as the English empire had accumulated in 
over 1700 years!

As England progressively turned away 
from Christianity in the 18th Century, 
they rang up an enormous national debt 
through corruption, wars and huge 
government salaries.   Its leaders, both 
king and parliament, often drunk in their 
deliberations, began to plunder the 
productivity and freedom of the colonies 
through direct arbitrary taxation without 
representation to pay this debt.  Does this 
sound familiar?  �is was a frontal attack 
on their colonial charters and rights as 
Englishmen guaranteed in the hard-won 
documents from Magna Carta through 
the English Bill of Rights.  As George 
Washington said, “I think the Parliament 
of Great Britain has no more right to put 
their hands in my pocket, without my 
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consent, than I have to put my hands into yours 
for money….” 

It took the terrifying crisis of regulation, taxation 
and constitutional abrogation to unite the colonies.  
“If the colonies do not now unite,” wrote the 
patriot Dyer of Connecticut, “they may bid 
farewell to liberty, burn their charters, and make 
the best of thraldom [tyranny].”

�e colonies were shocked by the parliament’s 
passage of the infamous Stamp Act, which was an 
attempt to control the press and pulpit, through 
regulating what was printed, as well as a means of 
taxing without consent.  �e Massachusetts assembly 
sounded the alarm.  �eir hope was for “a repeal of 
the Act … or it will be scarce possible for us to 
earn our bread.”  �e assembly saw that soon 
everything would be taxed if they did not resist.  
“For if trade may be taxed, why not our lands?  
Why not the produce of our lands [an income tax], 
and everything we possess or make use of? ... Are 
we not reduced from the character of free subjects 
to the miserable state of tributary slaves?”

In the same way, Americans today are being 
harshly awakened from decades of slumber as their 
civil representatives increasingly plunder their 
assets.   What is the answer?  We must learn and 
teach our true history – His story – which for three 
generations has been forgotten.  (“�ose who fail 
to learn from history are doomed to repeat it.”)  It 
took the defensive War of Independence to solve 
the problem of tyranny in the 18th Century.  But 
freedom was secured.  Now, if we learn and apply 
our history and the meaning of our founding 
documents, the Declaration of Independence and 
the Constitution (including our state constitutions), 
then we will have the peaceful means to turn our 
ship of state around without a civil war.  

We must also follow the ways of God if we would 
expect Him to come to our aid by His Providence.  
As John Adams said “Our Constitution was made 
only for a moral and religious people.  It is wholly 

inadequate to the government of any other.”  

Rev. Samuel Langdon, speaking to the colonies 
in 1775, explained the only way to avoid destruction 
of liberty and prosperity.  He said, “Let us consider... 
that for the sins of a people God may suffer the best 
government to be corrupted, or entirely dissolved; 
and that nothing but a general reformation can give 
ground to hope that the public happiness will be 
restored, by the recovery of the strength and 
perfection of the state, and that Divine Providence 
will interpose to fill every department with wise 
and good men.”

Langdon concluded, “If true religion is revived 
by means of these public calamities, and again 
prevails among us; if it appears in our religious 
assemblies, in the conduct of our civil affairs, in 
our armies, in our families, in all our business 
and conversation, we may hope for the direction 
and blessing of the Most High, while we are using 
our best endeavors to preserve and restore the civil 
government of this colony, and defend America 
from slavery [tyranny].” 

�e calamities of our time are the result of our 
failure to live out true biblical faith in all institutions 
in our society.  But these calamities are driving us 
back to a commitment to God.  If we do respond 
correctly to His chastisement, then He can help 
us peacefully restore our republic.  We can then 
work to elect godly, honest leaders who will fear 
God, follow the Constitution and refuse to take 
bribes or steal the wealth of the people. 

America has experienced four major awakenings.  
Each of these followed a period of economic 
depression which drove us back to God.  We 
appear to be approaching such a time.  May God 
refresh our love for Him, refocus our minds on 
His strategy for rebuilding our broken land and 
make America a shining “City on a Hill” once 
again.
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America’s Choice: Liberty or Tyranny

A passionate Patrick Henry exposes the tyranny 
of the Stamp Act to the House of Burgesses, 1764,
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“Arbitrary taxation is plunder authorized by law: it is the support and essence of tyranny.” Rev., Dr. Jonathan Shipley warning the British Parliament what they were doing to the American colonies in 1774.


